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Abstract
This research presented a review of key theoretical and empirical studies on firm’s performance and
its board size. The review included on small & medium sized and public owned firms from manufacturing to
financial sectors. The research concluded that the evidence on positive or negative correlation between board
size and a firm’s performance is mixed (inconclusive) and need for further empirical investigation on this
subject is warranted. It was found that the choice of optimal board size can vary in one firm to other,
depending on nature of business operations, i.e. for high debt-financed firms with high advisory requirements
may require large board to advise CEO on complex matters, as does the banking and saving & loans holding
companies where more of expert advice, diversified opinions, professional skills are needed. Also, the firms
with poor operating performance may increase their board size as one of their strategy to improve
profitability given that new board members will contribute in the form of increased networking, skills,
opinion and expert advice.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of relationship between a firm’s board size and performance is not a new subject of
debate in contemporary corporate finance literature. The earliest work on this subject was initiated by Lipton
and Lorch (1992) where they argued that small numbers of directors can conveniently communicate,
coordinate and collaborate with each other which can lead to low cost and downsizing. Also, the idea of
small board eventually smoothens the decision making process in key investment and strategic policies.
Lastly, they suggested that large number of board size may give rise to agency problems and also may
strengthen the authority of CEO since it will be far easy for him to control, monitor and supervise the few
directors. The large board may end up having exhaustive and inconclusive discussions and meetings on core
company’s policies and procedures (Lipton and Lorch, 1992).
The theory of negative correlation between small board size and firm’s corporate performance was
also supported by some other academicians, i.e.Hermalin and Weisbach (1991), Jenson (1993), Yermack
(1996),Eisenberg et al. (1998). The argument of negative affiliation between board size and performance
was empirically tested by various scholars of finance literature who reported element of negative association
between board size and performance; see, for example, Yermack (1996), Eisenberg, Sundgren and Wells
(1998) and Barnhart and Rosenstein (1998). Among these, the remarkable work of Yermarck (1996) is a key
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to support negative association where he performed regression on a sample date of more than 450 U.S. firms
from 1984 to 1991.
He used different combinations of regression parameters including Tobin’s Q to precisely measure
the level of negative association between board size and performance, which all showed the similar results of
negative correlation.
The similar results were also shown by Eisenberg, Sundgren and Wells (1998) where they found
significant negative association between board size and a firm’s performance. Further, the empirical tests by
Barnhart and Rosenstein (1998) also showed the identical outcome that firms with small board size
performed better than having larger board size. Another interesting study by Vafeas (2000) suggested that
where the size of board is limited to up to five members, it provides greater opportunity to be well informed
of firms internal profitability matters thus giving better chance to monitor firm’s activity which eventually
would result in higher performance.
On the contrary, the other school thought argued that increase in number of board directors can
provide more opportunities for networking, planning, expert advice, diversified opinions and more skilled
managers which results in superior performance, see for example, Kiel and Nicholson (2003), Adam and
Mehran (2005) and Dalton and Dalton (2005), etc. Furthermore, larger boards are more likely to be
associated with an increase in board diversity in terms of experience, skills, gender and nationality. The
counterargument of positive association between board size and performance was also empirically tested by
Mak and Li (2001) and Adams and Mehran (2005)and Belkhir (2009), which showed evidence in support of
large board size with higher performance. The work of Adam and Mehran (2005) which composed of
Tobin’s Q type measure of firm’s performance showed evidence in favour of large board size linked with
higher performance.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.

Agency Theory
The previous academic literature on board size and performance stems from the fundamental
principal-agent theory. The agency theory stipulates that principal (owner) and agent (manager) working for
the same firm may not have similar interests though the agent might originally be hired to increase the
shareholders value. Berle and Means (1932) were the first who discussed principal-agent dilemma in their
thesis, “The Modern Corporation and Private Property.” In their legendary work, they described the agency
problem in detail that how conflicts of interests may arise in firms when managers’ personal interests
override their obligations to comply with principal-agent-contract of ‘maximising the shareholders’ wealth.’
Dalton, Daily, Ellstrand and Johnson (1999) and Shleifer and Vishny (1998) also discussed the notion of
agency theory and its relation and implications in determining the performance of a firm relative to its board
size.
The conflicts of interests among managers and owners in publicly listed companies becomes more
critical since shareholders desire to increase in their wealth whereas managers wish to keep a close control in
company affairs and are more interested in increasing their personal wealth. Berle and Means (1932), Jensen
and Meckling (1976) and Kaplan and Minton (1994) have discussed the agency theory in length in their
remarkable work. Fama (1980) on agency theory argued that board of directors are key to monitor, supervise
and coordinate with managers and that board size, its structure and leadership are central to keep a check on
managers’ activity.
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2.2.

Empirical Observations on Agency Theory
The empirical evidence on incentive-lead high performance of workers is rather strong. The higher
perks and benefits for directors may logically lead to higher performance and motivation. The most of the
studies were performed on incentive-driven performance of employees. As a general rule, attractive
incentive schemes will motivate the employees to perform better which eventually would lead to higher
productivity. A study by Lazear (2000) shown that the level of productivity rose up to 44% from a change to
fixed salary to performance-related incentives.
The similar results were also shown by Paarsch & Shearer (1996) where they found a significant
pattern of high productivity in a performance-driven payroll framework. The studies performed by Banker,
Lee, and Potter (1996) and Fernie and Metcalf (1999) also found the same results where performance was
higher in employees for organization with productivity-driven enticement.
A study on Chinese industry focusing on workers performance with change in payroll matrix by
McMillan, Whalley and Zhu (1989) found a significant association between perks and productivity. Another
interesting study by Kahn and Sherer (1990) mainly directing to productivity of employees working in whitecollar jobs. Their study also indicated a steep positive correlation between performance and incentives of
office workers.
2.3.
Analysis of Board Size and Performance
The prior studies on board structure and a firm’s performance may broadly be divided in two main
categories; (i) – how performance of a firm is affected by size of board in discrete affairs of business, (ii) –
evaluating the level of correlation between board size and a firm’s performance (see Bhagat & Black, 1999).
The first approach involves assessing the impact of board structure in designing and implementing long-term
business strategies, i.e. making or stopping a acquisition bid, appointment of CEO or offering golden-hand
shake awards. It has been argued that firms operating under independent board directors due to having
complete autonomy in making decision, such as, hiring or terming the CEO. Weisbach (1988) reported
significant evidence on board autonomy and positive performance. Furthermore, a study by Byrd &
Hickman (1992) found that independent boards make and/or resist successfully making or avoiding takeover
bids.
The second approach involves focusing entirely on précising measuring the degree of correlation
between a firm’s performance and its composition (size) of board (Bhagat & Black, 1999). The earliest work
on board size and performance by Vance (1964) found strong association (correlation) between performance
and composition of board. However, on contrary, few past studies by MacAvoy, Cantor, Dana and Peck
(1983), Baysinger and Butler (1985), Hermalin and Weisbach(1991) reported no significant correlation.
Other academicians such as Eisenberg et al. (1998), Hermalin and Weisbach (1991) Jenson (1993),
Monks and Minow (1995),Yermack (1996) Sundgren and Wells (1998) and Barnhart and Rosenstein (1998)
also support the theory of negative correlation.
Among these Yermarck (1996) is keen supporter of negative co relation. He tested this theory on the
data of than 450 U.S. firms from 1984 to 1991. His regression parameters included Tobin’s Q measure to pin
point the correlation between performance and board size and his study showed negative relationship.
A study by Vafeas (2000) suggested that the optimum number (size of the board) should be five. The
results showed that in this case, the directors were well informed about the internal (profitability) matter of
which in turn resulted in better performance. On the other hand Kiel and Nicholson (2003), Adam and
Mehran (2005) and Dalton and Dalton (2005), etc. argue that large borad size increases the diversity in terms
of experience, skills, gender, style of management and nationality. This improves overall planning, expert
advice, diversified opinions and more skilled managers which results in superior performance. Mak and Li
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(2001) and Adams and Mehran (2005) showed evidence in support of large board size with higher
performance.
Similarly, Coles et al. (2008) suggest that complex firms their study showed significant positive relationship
amongst the board size and performance of the firms. The results were consistent with the findings of Adam
and Mehran (2005). DiPietra’s research also showed similar results Di Pietra’et al. (2008).
2.4.
Perspectives On Market Valuation of Firms with Small Board Size
David Yermack investigated firm’s value and board size David Yermack (1996). The significance of this
study was the data set and measure. The sample data in his study consisted of 500 largest companies ranked
in Forbes magazine based on their sales, market capitalization, net profit and total assets. He included total
of 3,438 observations on 452 companies over a period of 8 years for analysis.
He employed Tobin’s–Q measure estimate in regression analysis. The set of explanatory variables
included, i.e. a firm size, board size, industry type, and historical performance of the company. Yermack
backed consisted with the earlier hypothesis suggested by Lipton & Lorsch (1992) and Jensen (1993). The
regression measure used by Yermack was based on earliest techniques used by Morck, Shleifer,and Vishny
(1988), Hermalin and Weisbach (1991), and Lang and Stulz (1994).
However, when we consider the fact that large diversified company will have large board as these
firms will frequently engage in merger & acquisition activities, which may make the findings of regression
analysis bias. Yermack (1996) included an additional variable to show the impact of total numbers of
business segments included in portfolio. He included two additional variables into regression model to
incorporate the impact of boards with high stock ownership and directors from outside the firm (NED).
2.5.

Analysis Of Impact of Board Size on Financial Ratios

In essence, Yermack (1996), concluded that increase in size of board would lead to a decline in
efficient use of assets declines, thus lowering the financial ratios. As result investors generally would
appreciate a decrease in board size and thus valuing the stock higher. He backed up his claim by stating the
fact that out of every six announcements for reduction in board size, on five occasions the firm’s earned
abnormal returns. And, four out of six announcements on expansion in board size showed negative returns.
Another interesting finding of this study showed an element of insider information based on accumulation of
abnormal returns two weeks earlier before the announcement dates. So he claimed that smaller board can
manage the affairs of companies in a better way. He found no evidence that suggested that companies
changed board composition in response to historical poor performance.
2.6.
Linkages Between Large Board Size and Firm’s Value
Eisenberg et al. (1998) has further discussed the findings of Yermack (1996) study. He stated that
Yermack’s results lacked consistency as Eisenberg et al. (1998, p – 2) were sceptical of factual evidence
presented by Yermack (1996). In order to overcome this shortcoming, Eisenberg et al. employed sample
dataset of random 900 (785 alive and 94 bankrupt firms) small firms from 1992 to 1994. The addition of
bankrupt firms in sample allowed to evaluate the reasons of bankruptcy if it was mainly due to board size
which resulted in lower performance and thus leading towards bankruptcy. They argued that this would
remove the criticism regarding ownership as in case of small and medium size firms, ownership was closely
held, there were less agency issues.
Eisenberg et al. (1998) based their findings on return on assets measure but they used industry median
instead of industry mean average. They found substantial abnormal returns on investment for firms with
small board size. Although many explanations were presented to justify the abnormal returns amongst these
one was if past performance of company is not satisfactory firms will decrease their board members (Jensen,
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1993). Another explanation for higher returns with small board was “evolving nature of the firm.” This idea
is based on the argument that evolving nature of board is the result of changing firm structure.
Well, this study incorporated few additional parameters which were neglected in Yermack (1996)
study like inclusion of small unlisted firms, the situation where bank officers are part of board members etc.
(see Eisenberg et al., 1998, p – 17 for details).
In terms of agency theory viewpoint, this study outlined the fact that firms are effects size of boards
even if they are closely held. Moreover, there is no ideal size of board as it varied with nature of business
and industry in which it operates.
2.7.
Relevance of Board Size
A key study on board size and performance by Coles et al. (2008), evaluated the impact of board size
on firms with higher advisory requirements. The primary idea on this study was to analyse that the largely
diversified firms with higher debt financing are complex in nature and have more advising requirements and
how these determine their board size. The basic argument in favour of large board is put forward that
increase in number of board directors can provide more opportunities for networking, planning, expert
advice, diversified opinions and more skilled managers which results in superior performance, see for
example, Dalton et al. (1999), Kiel and Nicholson (2003), Adam and Mehran (2005) and Dalton and Dalton
(2005). Thus, the size of board in such complex firms should be larger based on earlier argument on benefits
of large board size. Moreover, majority of directors for these firms should be outsiders so that expert advice,
knowledge and experience can be shared with CEO (Hermalin and Weisbach,1988, Agrawal and
Knoeber,2001and Fich,2005).
This study used a total of 8,165 observations over a period of 1992 to 2001 taken from Compact
Disclosure and Investor Responsibility Research Center (IRRC). The study employed similar performance
related regression methodology where Tobin’s Q measure is explained variable, similar to used in Yermack
(1996) study.
The conclusion from the study showed contrary evidence to Yermack (1996) study, which suggested
a positive relation between board size and performance with high advising requirement firms opposite to
Yermack findings where he documented a strong negative correlation between board size and performance.
The results showed a positively associated Tobin’s Q measure to board size. Furthermore, converse
to Yermack (1996) evidence where it was argued that smaller boards are more independent which smoothens
the communication and decision making process, eventually increasing the firm value, this study showed that
complex type of firms with higher advisory requirements are better off with large board size.
Also, this study demonstrated that the larger proportion of board size for firms with high Research &
Development (R&D) requirements come from insiders, which are consistent with earlier findings of
Hermalin and Weisbach (1988).
Lastly, the study validated the earlier evidence proposed by Adams and Ferreira (2007), Adams and
Mehran (2005), and Agrawal and Knoeber (2001) on positive association between board size and firm’s
performance for firms with higher advisory requirements for board members.
2.8.
Examination Of Board Size & Firm’s Performance in Banking Industry
The majority of studies on board size and performance are centred on manufacturing firms. The
composition of board in banking industry because of it is tightly regulated unlike manufacturing industries.
Belkhir (2009) conducted his study on banking industry of U.S.by taking sample data set of 174 banking,
holding, saving and loans companies with book value of over $ 1 billion . He included 1,150 0bservations
from 1995 to 2002. He used Tobin-Q and Return on Assets measuresand panel dataset techniques. he
modified the Tobin’s Q equation to following :
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BV of Total Assets – BV* of Equity + MV of Equity

Book Value of Total Assets
*where the BV is Book Value and MV is Market Value
The Return on Asset (ROA) was computed using net income before exceptional items divided by
book value of total assets. This study involved regression techniques and Univariate analysis, which were
consistent with Yermack (1996).
The dummy variables were used to evaluate other hypothesis, like past performance, evolving nature
of firm, and change in board structure based on past performance.
The results contradicted the claims of Yermack (1996) and Eisenberg et al.(1998) as findings of this
study did not show any evidence to support the hypothesis put forward by Lipton & Lorsch (1992) and
Jensen (1993). The results showed positive relation between board size and performance in the banking
sector. The study validated the findings of Nicholson (2003), Adam and Mehran (2005) and Dalton and
Dalton (2005).
2.9.

Board Size And Its Relation With Poor Operating Performance

Larmou & Vafeas (2010) evaluated the impacts of increasing board members for firms with poor
operating performance. The main objective of the study was to evaluate whter or not change in board size
has any effects on accounting profits of any firm or not. As accounting profits are less volatile when compare
to equity prices. Because firms with poor performance are more likely to change their board structure and
member in order to boost their performance.
Larmou & Vafeas (2010) employed different measure to compute operating profits and also adjusted the
measure for industry average.
Operating Income before Depreciation (OIBDP)
Operating Profit =

Book Value of Total Assets

Larmou & Vafeas (2010) used dummy variable regression model to overcome survivorship bias and industry
bias. Also, they concluded that investors welcome the increase in board size, when performance of the firm is
poor, as this increase resulted in higher returns.
3. SUMMARY
In this paper we reviewed of key theoretical and empirical studies on corporate board size and
performance of firms. The review included on small & medium sized and public owned firms from
manufacturing to financial industries. The earliest recognized theoretical work on this debate is known of
Lipton and Lorch (1992) and Jensen (1993) who argued that small board size increases firm’s performance
and thus the value. Their argument was based on the notion that few board members can conveniently
communicate, coordinate and collaborate and decision-making process is moresmoother in small size boards
and large board may give rise to ‘agency issue.’ The element of strong negative association (correlation)
between board size and performance was empirically tested and validated by Yermack (1996), Eisenberg et
al. (1998), Barnhart and Rosenstein (1998), Hermalin and Weisbach (1991).
On the other hand, the proponents of achieving higher performance with large board size argued that
higher number of directors will provide the business with opportunity to having better networking &
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relationship with existing and potential clients, efficient planning, diversified views and more of expert
opinions and advice, which will enhance firm’s performance (see Kiel and Nicholson, 2003; Adam and
Mehran, 2005; and Dalton and Dalton,2005, for example). This contrary view of positive correlation
between board size and firm’s performance was also empirically tested and validated by Dalton et al., 1999;
Agrawal and Knoeber, 2001; Kiel and Nicholson, 2003; Adam and Mehran, 2005; Dalton and Dalton, 2005;
Fich, 2005; Ferreira, 2007; Coles et al., 2008; Belkhir, 2009; and Larmou & Vafeas, 2010.
Yermack (1996) and Eisenberg et al. (1998) studies found significant negative correlation between
board size and performance. The sample datain Yermack and Eisenberg et al. studies included 500 largest
(publicly listed) and small to medium sized firms, respectively. Both of these studies were comprehensive in
nature based on Tobin’s Q performance measure with dummy variables and event type regression analysis.
However, some of key studies on positive relationship between board size and firm’s value were performed
on specific firms type or industry, such as, Coles et al. (2008) study on (high leveraged) firms with greater
advisory requirements; Belkhir (2009) study on Banking Holding Companies (BHCs) and Saving and Loans
Holding Companies (SLHCs); and Larmou & Vafeas (2010) study on firms with poor operating
performance.
Therefore, it may be argued that choice of optimal board size can vary in one firm to other depending
on nature of business operations, i.e. for high debt-financed firms with high advisory requirements may
require large board to advise CEO on complex matters, as does the Banking and Saving & Loans Holding
Companies where more of expert advice, diversified opinions, professional skills are needed. Nonetheless,
for small & medium sized firms and firms with manufacturing operations, etc. small size board may be
desirable.
It is worth mentioning here that value of firms is determined by the investor views about firms and
that opinion is influenced by announcements of increase/decrease in board size – see Larmou & Vafeas,
2010, a study on firms with poor operating performance where they found positive investors’ response on
increase of board size.
Lehn et al. (2004) argued that the size of board is positively linked to firm’s size, thus larger the firm,
large the board size. This study was performed over a period of 65 years (1935 to 2000) on 81 publically
owned listed firms. The similar findings were presented by Linck et al. (2008) which showed increase in
board size in line with size (growth opportunities) of firm.
4. CONCLUSION
In short, a review of theoretical and empirical literature on board size and performance reveals that
board size does matter and may substantially enhance a firm’s value; however, an optimal board size
depending on type of firm may vary. Also, this review suggests that firms with poor operating performance
may increase their board size as one of their strategy to improve profitability given that new board members
will contribute in the form of increased networking, skills, opinion and expert advice.
Lastly, as suggested by Lipton and Lorsch (1992) that firms aim to obtain an equilibrium point of
board size while simultaneously estimating a level of trade-off between costs and benefits of adding new
directors to board. Also, this review concludes that the evidence on positive or negative correlation between
board size and a firm’s performance is mixed (inconclusive) and need for further empirical investigation on
this subject is warranted.
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